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NEW COLLECTION

TIME & LIGHT 
ADDING A NEW FUNCTION



Why do we design, make and sell clocks? There is only 
one reason ….. we want to make a good time, really!

We want to make clocks that are so outstanding that 
they enrich your life and bring a smile on your face 
every time you look at them. We enjoy designing, 
making and be proud of our own creativities, be a part 
of everyone’s valuable moments!

Moments is something very personal despite age or 
gender, nationality or location, seasons or weather, one 
moment or a lifetime emotions, ups and downs, big or 
small, laughter or tears, friendship or love ….. 
Time is every moment we live!
We hope NeXtime clocks can become a center piece in 
wherever they are being displayed and that they should 
look valuable and be a proof of your good taste and fun 
attitude!

For 2015, we have created a collection that incorporates 
many new materials with extra functions. We had fun 
making this collection and hope you will enjoy the clocks 
we dreamed up with our designers and our design team. 

Through the online portals, the full collection is available 
everywhere around the globe. Our goal this year is to get 
a better presence online globally! To prepare ourselves, 
we have created many good pictures, movies and stories 
to help web retailers with an outstanding presentation of 
our brand and products. 

The good news is that we have seen the sales of our 
online customers grow tremendously in the last few 
months.  A few online retailers have even become our 
biggest customers. 

No matter it is for traditional brick and mortal or online 
channels, NeXtime will give full support and effort to 
develop the markets together with our distributors. 

We aim at bringing happy moments into many homes 
around the world in 2015!

Alain Frie
See you NeXtime

Dear NeXtime friends,

FOR THE LOVE 
OF CLOCKS
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INDEX Tendence
29-Aug till 1-Sep 2015
Frankfurt 
Germany  - Sompex

13-Aug till 16-Aug 2015
Herning
Denmark - Westminster

Formland
28-Aug till 30-Aug 2015
Helsinki
Finland - Tinatalo

FORMA
4-Sep till 8-Sep 2015
Paris
France - NeXtime

Maison & Objet

FAIRS 2015
Upcoming NeXtime fairs and events. For more 
information about other fairs please visit 
www.nextime.eu or www.facebook.com/NeXtime.clocks.

Trendset
4-Jan- till 6-Jan 2015
München 
Germany - Sompex

Nordstil
17-Jan till 19-Jan 2015
Hamburg
Germany - Sompex

Formland
29-Jan till 1-Feb 2015
Herning
Denmark - Westminster

HOME DÉCOR
17-Feb till 20-Feb 2015
Poznań
Poland - NeXtime Polska

AtlantaGift & Premium Fair
7-Jul till 14-Jul 2015
Atlanta
USA - Abbott Giftware

27-Apr till 30-Apr 2015
Hong Kong
NeXtime

GSW PRO
17-Oct till 18-Oct 2015
Helsinki 
Finland - Tinatalo

6-Jan till 13-Jan 2015
Atlanta
USA - Abbott Giftware

Atlanta

10-Jan till 12-Jan 2015
Düsseldorf
Germany - Sompex

Vivanti
23-Jan till 25-Jan 2014
Helsinki 
Finland - Tinatalo

FORMA
25 Jan- till 29-Jan 2015
Toronto
Canada - Abbott Giftware

Toronto Show

4-Feb till 7-Feb 2015
Kiev
Ukraine - GIFT.UA LLC

ProMaisonShow
13-Feb till 17-Feb 2015
Frankfurt 
Germany - NeXtime/Sompex

Ambiente

13-Mar till 15-Mar 2015
Vejle
Denmark - Westminster

Jewellery & Watches 
9-Aug till 12-Aug 2015
Toronto 
Canada - Abbott Giftware

Toronto Show

13-Sep till 15-Sep 2015
Den Bosch
Netherlands - NeXtime Benelux

SOC Days
15-Sep till 17-Sep 2015
Moscow
Russia - Urbanika

HouseHold Expo 
1-Nov till 4-Nov 2015
Brussels
Belgium - NeXtime Benelux

Meubelbeurs Brussel

Gift & Premium Fair - Hong Kong

FORMEX - Sweden

Copenhagen Design Fair - Denmark FORMLAND/UP - Denmark

Maison & Objet - Paris
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DESIGNERS
In addition to the in-house designers we work with freelancers who have a wide variety of skills. You can also 
become one of our designers. If you have a great concept you would like to share with us you can be included in 
the next catalogue. Mail your ideas as detailed as possible to: info@nextime.eu

It is time for an ‘up close and personal’ with some of our designers. Check out the rest of our design team online: 
www.nextime.eu/designers.html

Ewald Winkelbauer (DE) 
“Comprehend with all senses” 
is the philosophy  of this 
German designer’s work. This 
shows amongst others in pens, 
household aids, lamps and 
urban furniture for renowned 
companies. In his art he 
developed geometric shapes 
which are a 3-dimensional 
illusion. He has designed two 
clocks for our 2015 collection.

STUDIOPANG (IT)
Fabio Damiani and Marco 
Quistini created studioPANG 
in 2012, with the common idea 
that by combining different 
skills and passions, the project 
approach is enriched with 
new issues and perspectives. 
Design, architecture and 
communication are places of 
comparison before becoming 
a projectual theme.

Steve Buss (US)
Steve was born 1953 
Brooklyn, New York. He stu-
died at the School of Visual 
Arts - N.Y.C. His sculptu-
res were first shown at Re-
vel gallery in N.Y.C. and his 
functional objects first sold 
through museum stores. His 
inspiration: Philosophy, natu-
re, skyscrapers, The Allman 
and Marx Brothers.

Erwin Klijn (NL)
Erwin Klijn is a Dutch pro-
duct designer. “My heart lies 
with designing products that 
make a difference in people’s 
lives. Mostly these would be 
practical advantages, but so-
metimes I also like to create 
more graphic design based 
products which people can 
use to express their identity 
and personal taste.” 

John Larkin (UK)
John Larkin studied at 
Medway School of Art 
and the London College 
of Printing. By 23 he had 
started his own business 
which went on to become 
‘Designhouse’, one of the 
top ten design consultancies 
in London. Currently he lives 
and works in St Tropez with 
his wife Pauline.

Caruso D’Angeli (IT)
Ivo Caruso and Alessandro 
D’Angeli trained themselves 
at the Industrial Design 
Degree Course, Sapienza 
University of Rome, in the 
professional design studio 
Lenci Design and in R&D 
offices of companies as 
Slamp and Unopiù. Their 
works received many 
mentions and publications.

Antonio Lanzillo (IT)
Antonio Lanzillo & Partners 
is an Industrial Design Studio 
in Milan, founded in 2001. 
Through innate curiosity, 
respect for the past and 
an enthusiastic look to the 
future, the Studio creates and 
develops products where 
creativity and innovation 
merge in an alchemic 
concocion of research and 
intuition.

Jette Scheib (DE)
Jette Scheib’s work can be 
plain and pure or narrative 
and playful, but often with 
a little twist that adds a new 
context or dimension to a 
functional object. Inspiration 
is everywhere: whether it is 
art, music, people and their 
stories, habits, clichés or 
simply life itself that feeds 
her creativity. 
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STORES
From our humble beginnings and in the establishment 
of the NeXtime brand 45 years ago, retail stores have al-
ways played a key role. With tens of thousands of stores 
around the world now, it’s clear that our love for beau-
tiful clock designs transcends language and culture. To 
this day we’re still amazed by how warmly our clock de-
signs have been embraced by millions of people around 
the world. And we’re still expanding; sharing our love for 
clocks and bringing value to stores around the globe. 
Here are some great examples of stores that make 
it faster and easier for shoppers to find our products 
which are proven to increase shopper spending. Retail 
stores committed to become a NeXtime brand center 
benefit the most and receive special store support.
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Modern, stylish yet classy clocks. The difference 
is always in the details and that is why each of the 
Simplicity clocks offers an intriguing and elegant design 
with sleek lines and crisp accents.
These sophisticated clocks with minimalist design can 
easily become your own timeless wall art.

SIMPLICITY
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Hands
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 2269CH 
wall clock | 85 cm ø | aluminum, chrome

Hands
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2269ZW 
wall clock | 85 cm ø | aluminum, black

Hands
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2269ZI 
wall clock | 85 cm ø | aluminum, silver

Small Hands
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3074zw 
wall clock | 40 cm ø | metal, black 
EVA black numbers included

Small Hands
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3074zi 
wall clock | 40 cm ø | metal, silver
EVA black numbers included

Silver

Chrome

Black
HANDS

2015 collection
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Nova
FRANK CLEWITS | DESIGNER
code: 3051bl 
wall clock | 50 cm ø | plastic, blue

Nova
FRANK CLEWITS | DESIGNER
code: 3051zi 
wall clock | 50 cm ø | plastic, silver

Plug Inn
FRITS VINK | DESIGNER
code: 2610di 
wall clock | 58 cm ø | metal, multi-colour

Plug Inn
FRITS VINK | DESIGNER
code: 2610zw 
wall clock | 58 cm ø | metal, black

Plug Inn
FRITS VINK | DESIGNER
code: 2610zi 
wall clock | 58 cm ø | metal, silver

2015 collection  



TIME & LIGHT
A very special category, combining time with light. We 
even created a special light unit that fits almost any wall 
clock.
With this light unit, you can turn every clock into a special 
piece of art. Simply hang the light unit on your wall and 
put your clock over it. No need for extra attachments or 
special tools. Your clock will get a nice glow and with 
every clock you will get different effects and looks. At 
the same time the area will be lighted, so there is no use 
for an extra lamp at your wall, you will have two items 
for the price of one.

2015 collection  



Light It Up
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3094 
light unit | 22 cm ø x 2.5 cm | black unit, white light 
5V LED light powered by braided USB cable

Ting
DEAL DESIGN | DESIGNER 
code: 5188ZW 
table clock with light | 40 x 43 cm | black 
touch dimmer, LED light and universal adapter

Galileo
CARUSO D’ANGELI STUDIO | DESIGNER 
code: 3104WI 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | metal, old white 
including a light unit (code: 3094)

Galileo
CARUSO D’ANGELI STUDIO | DESIGNER 
code: 3104BR 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | metal, old brown 
including a light unit (code: 3094)

Frank
ERWIN KLIJN | DESIGNER 
code: 3100 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass 
option to add light unit (code: 3094)

2015 collection
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Projector
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3099ZW 
projector clock | LED light, black 
universal adapter, 2 dials (numbers & stripes)
4 different collered screens, (yellow, blue, red & green)

Big D
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3059 
wall clock | 51.5 x 18 x 4.5 cm | universal adapter
plastic, back

Big D
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3059WI 
wall clock | 51.5 x 18 x 4.5 cm | universal adapter
 plastic, white

Numbers Stripes

Including 4 different colored screens
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Clocks can dramatically change the look of your interior. 
The playful contemporary clocks make fantastic focal 
points in any room adding colour and texture.
These playful clocks are funky and fun clocks with flair 
and style. Happiness for your walls.

PLAYFUL
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Testpage
FRITS VINK | DESIGNER
code: 8607en 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, multi-colour

Little Testpage
FRITS VINK | DESIGNER
code: 5162 
table / wall clock | 20 cm ø | glass, multi-colour

Wall Pad 
PAOLO RENNA | DESIGNER
code: 3022
wall clock | 40 x 30 cm | glass, black

Mini Wall Pad 
PAOLO RENNA | DESIGNER
code: 5181
table / wall clock | 15 x 20 cm | glass, black

Thumbs Up 
PAOLO RENNA | DESIGNER
code: 3072bl 
wall clock | 41.5 x 40 cm 
 mirror, glass blue

Thumbs Up 
PAOLO RENNA | DESIGNER
code: 3072zw  
wall clock | 41.5 x 40 cm  
mirror, glass, black

Thumbs Up Mini
PAOLO RENNA | DESIGNER
code: 5185bl 
table / wall clock | 23 x 20 cm | mirror, glass, blue

Thumbs Up Mini
PAOLO RENNA | DESIGNER
code: 5185wi 
table / wall clock | 23 x 20 cm | mirror, glass, white

2015 collection
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Spinning Time
MERIJN ROEST | DESIGNER
code: b2500001 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, black

Vinyl Tap
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 8141 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, black

Little Spinning Time
MERIJN ROEST | DESIGNER
code: 5163 
table / wall clock | 20 cm ø | glass, black

For those who love music
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Pixtime
YVON BOUDRY | DESIGNER
code: 8164 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass, multi-colour

Rainbow
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 8129 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, multi-colour

Circus
FRANK CLEWITS | DESIGNER
code: 8163 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, mutli-colour

2015 collection
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Delux Diner
20FOUR | DESIGNER
code: 8167 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass

Cinema Date
20FOUR | DESIGNER
code: 8153 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass

Time Lines
20FOUR | DESIGNER
code: 8156 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass

Go van Go
20FOUR | DESIGNER
code: 8170 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass

Boom
20FOUR | DESIGNER
code: 8173 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass

Time Zones
20FOUR | DESIGNER
code: 8158 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass

WALL ART
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A global perspective and unique design point of view 
come together beautifully in these Chic clocks.
Design is in the detail, these clocks have stood the test 
of time. They are fabulously stylish and add character 
and a touch of glamour to any home.

CHIC
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Mirror Glass
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2472 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, frosted, mirror

Frosted Willie
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2667fr 
wall clock | 35 x 35 cm | glass, frosted, mirror

Smoky Mirror Glass
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2472ZW 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, mirror, black

Dropped
ALAIN FRIE | DESIGNER
code: 8115 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, white

Leitbring
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 8144 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, mirror, black

Lorex
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8143 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, mirror, white

2015 collection
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Sticks
JETTE SCHEIB | DESIGNER  
code: 8175WI 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, white

Sticks
JETTE SCHEIB | DESIGNER  
code: 8175ZW 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, black

Off Balance
ALAIN FRIE | DESIGNER  
code: 8176WI 
wall clock | 54.5 x 54.5 cm | glass, mirror, white

Off Balance
ALAIN FRIE | DESIGNER  
code: 8176ZW 
wall clock | 54.5 x 54.5 cm | glass, mirror, black

Retro
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 2790 
wall clock | 31 cm ø | metal, glass

Stripe
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2632 
wall clock | 31 cm ø | glass, aluminum

Stripe
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2631 
wall clock | 26 cm ø | glass, aluminum

2015 collection
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Time in Motion stands for sophisticated wall clocks 
that have a pendulum with a funny twist. They are 
funky innovative clocks, which fit everyone’s room and 
everyone’s mood. These original designs keep you 
smiling and provide a gentle rhythm to your everyday 
life.

TIME IN MOTION
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Bold Stripes
STEVE BUSS | DESIGNER
code: 2855gn 
wall clock | 19 x 38 cm
glass, pendulum, multi green

Bold Stripes
STEVE BUSS | DESIGNER
code: 2855zw 
wall clock | 19 x 38 cm
glass, pendulum, black

Bold Stripes
STEVE BUSS | DESIGNER
code: 2855bl 
wall clock | 19 x 38 cm 
glass, pendulum, multi blue

Milano Color
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 8635 
wall clock | 35 cm ø | glass, pendulum 
3 different colour pendulums included: blue, green & silver

Waggle
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3102 
wall clock | 30 x 55.5 cm 
plastic, pendulum

2015 collection
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Waggle
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3102
wall clock | 30 x 55.5 cm 
plastic, pendulum

Focus
HENK STALLINGA | DESIGNER
code: 2615zi 
wall clock | 25 cm ø | plastic, silver

Focus
HENK STALLINGA | DESIGNER
code: 2615zw 
wall clock | 25 cm ø | plastic, black

Focus
HENK STALLINGA | DESIGNER
code: 2615ro 
wall clock | 25 cm ø | plastic, red

Chef 
STEVE BUSS | DESIGNER
code: 2925 
wall clock | 32 x 11 cm ø | tin

Scholar 
STEVE BUSS | DESIGNER
code: 3069 
wall clock | 10 x 44.5 x 11 cm | plastic, pendulum

MEASURE TIME
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You will have a great time with our Young clocks.
Each clock is so colorful and playful with cheery designs 
that it will bring out the child in everyone.
Any clock from this section will brighten up a room and 
make it a happy place.

YOUNG
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Soft,
cudly felt clocks

Loving You
ANDRÉE PRIGENT | DESIGNER
code: 8030 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass

Lorre
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8168 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | pendulum
glass, multi-colour

Oohoo
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 8169
wall clock | 43 cm ø | pendulum
glass, multi-colour

Boy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8151 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass

Girl
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8152 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass
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Station clocks are classic NeXtime wall clocks with a 
sleek design. Created to easily read the time, with its 
numbers or stripes on a contrast colored dial. These 
clocks will hang perfectly in any contemporary room or 
office. The Station clocks with a second hand have a 
silent movement, which makes the second hands turn 
smoothly without any ticking! Station clocks affirm our 
unwavering belief in the power and utility of modern 
design.

STATION
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Station
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3999ar 
wall clock | 35 cm ø | aluminum

Station
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3999st 
wall clock | 35 cm ø | aluminum

Station
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3998st 
wall clock | 19 cm ø | aluminum
Clip included

Station
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3998ar 
wall clock | 19 cm ø | aluminum
Clip included

SIDE VIEW
CLIP (STAND)

2015 collection
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Arabic
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 2519 
wall clock | 26 cm ø  
stainless steel, glass, white

Stripe
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2520 
wall clock | 26 cm ø  
stainless steel, glass, white

Stripe
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2524 
wall clock | 44 cm ø | stainless steel, glass, white

Big Ben Arabic
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2251 
wall clock | 95 cm ø | stainless steel, glass, white

Arabic
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2523 
wall clock | 44 cm ø | stainless steel, glass, white

BIG, BIG ER, BIG EST
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From now on, you are always aware of the different time 
zones in the world. These clocks are both practical and 
stylish, they are perfect for your office or home.  Great 
clocks for any one with contacts in other time zones, 
or for those that want to escape reality and dream of a 
better place. 

TIME TRAVELING
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Mondial 
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8108 
wall clock | 50 x 18.6 x 3.6 cm | glass

World Time Digit 
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2897 
wall clock | 55 x 36 cm | aluminum
Includes Daylight Saving Setting!

10

Turn4Time 
DEAL DESIGN | DESIGNER  
code: 5190WI 
digital table clock with date 
7.4 x 4 x 7.4 cm | stainless steel, white

Turn4Time 
DEAL DESIGN | DESIGNER  
code: 5190ZW 
digital table clock with date  
7.4 x 4 x 7.4 cm | stainless steel, black

Big World 
ERWIN KLIJN | DESIGNER  
code: 3101 
wall clock | 52 cm ø | frosted glass

Big City 
HANS MULLER & HANS VAN DONGEN | DESIGNER
code: 214zw 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | glass, black
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La Ville 
TANJA SOETER | DESIGNER
code: 3004 
wall clock | 39 cm ø | plastic, 3D, grey

The City 
TANJA SOETER | DESIGNER
code: 3005 
wall clock | 39 cm ø | plastic, 3D, black

Venice 
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3106 
wall clock | 39 cm ø | plastic, 3D, grey
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The Time & Effects clocks offer something more than 
time alone. The cool effects of these clock designs will 
leave you mesmerized. Hang these clocks on your wall 
and enjoy the enchanting illusions.  These clocks are 
the striking talking piece for any room, with a clever 
twist of design.

TIME & EFFECTS
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Blue Moon
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 8634 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass
luminous (glow in the dark)

3D
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3077bl 
wall clock | 39 cm ø | plastic, 3D, blue

Clouds
TANJA SOETER | DESIGNER
code: 3037 
wall clock | 39 cm ø | plastic, 3D, black

3D
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3077zw 
wall clock | 39 cm ø | plastic, 3D, black

Milky Way
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8814 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass
luminous (glow in the dark)

New York
RENSKE ZWAAN | DESIGNER 
code: 8819 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass
luminous (glow in the dark)

2015 collection
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Magic
WALTER JONKER | DESIGNER
code: 3032 
wall clock | 25.5 x 35 cm 
glass, white, grey

Houdini
WALTER JONKER | DESIGNER
code: 3076 
wall clock | 25.5 x 35 cm 
glass, black

Houdini
WALTER JONKER | DESIGNER
code: 3075 
wall clock | 25.5 x 35 cm
glass, silver

Magic
WALTER JONKER | DESIGNER
code: 3031 
wall clock | 25.5 x 35 cm
glass, white, grey

Cubic
YVON BOUDRY | DESIGNER
code: 8171 
wall clock | 43 x 37.5 cm | glass

Mystery Time
ANTONIO LANZILLO | DESIGNER
code: 8165 
wall clock | 43 X 43 cm | glass The word ‘TIME’ appears
Side 

view

Eyesight
20FOUR | DESIGNER
code: 3067 
wall clock | 25 x 57 cm | glass

Gracy Time
EWALD WINKELBAUER | DESIGNER
code: 8177 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass

Gracy Time
EWALD WINKELBAUER | DESIGNER
code: 8178 
wall clock | 43 x 43 cm | glass
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Beautify your wall or table with the Trendy wall and alarm 
clocks, simple and understated designs. These clocks 
are attractive timeless designs with simple, restrained, 
and beautiful lines.

TRENDY
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Classy Large
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3105wi 
wall clock | 50 cm ø  | glass, metal numbers,  white

Classy Large
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3105zw 
wall clock | 50 cm ø  | glass, metal numbers,  black

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8816tq 
wall clock | 30 x 30 cm | glass, metal numbers
turqoise

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8816wi
wall clock | 30 x 30 cm | glass, metal numbers 
white

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8816zw 
wall clock | 30 x 30 cm | glass, metal numbers
black

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8817zw 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass, metal numbers
black

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8817wi 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass, metal numbers 
white

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8817tq 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass, metal numbers 
turqoise

50 CM!

 2015 collection
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The Wooden clock designs radiate sophistication thanks 
to the spare elegance and clean lines. These clocks are 
carefully designed and made from wood. Each clock 
face is unique, reflecting the grain of the wood it was 
made from, adding elegance and texture to your wall.

WOOD
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Wood Loop
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3046br 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass, wood

Wood Loop
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3046 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | glass, wood

Wood Wood Big
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3095WI 
wall clock | 53 cm ø | wood, aluminum hands, 
white

Wood Wood Small
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 5192WI 
table clock | 20.5 x 22.5 x 4.5 cm 
wood, aluminum hands, white

Wood Wood Small
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 5192GS 
table clock | 20.5 x 22.5 x 4.5 cm 
wood, aluminum hands, grey

Wood Wood Big
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3095GS 
wall clock | 53 cm ø | wood, aluminum hands, 
grey

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3082 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | wood, beech
metal numbers

Classy
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 3082br 
wall clock | 30 cm ø | wood, walnut
metal numbers

Made of real wood!

53 CM!

2015 collection
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Urban chic and retro all come perfectly together in these 
designs. These quality clocks will be a great feature in 
your home. 
The Vintage clock designs will not waste your  time and 
will enhance any interior.

VINTAGE
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London Roman
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3083RO 
wall clock | 34.5 cm ø | poly resin, red

London Roman
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3083ZW 
wall clock | 34.5 cm ø | poly resin, back

London Roman
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 3083WI 
wall clock | 34.5 cm ø | poly resin, white

LONDON COLLECTION

London Roman
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 5187RO 
table clock | 16.5 cm ø 
poly resin, red

London Roman
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 5187ZW 
table clock | 16.5 cm ø 
poly resin, black

London Roman
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 5187WI 
table clock | 16.5 cm ø 
poly resin, white

2015 collection
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Charles
RENSKE ZWAAN | DESIGNER  
code: 5197ZW 
table clock with alarm | 12.5 x 17.5 cm | metal, black

Charles
RENSKE ZWAAN | DESIGNER  
code: 5197CR 
table clock with alarm | 12.5 x 17.5 cm | metal, creme

Hans
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3097RZ 
wall clock with timer 
19 x 27.5 cm | glass, pink

Hans
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3097BL 
wall clock with timer 
19 x 27.5 cm | glass, blue

Flipped
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 5186or 
flip clock (wall & table)
17.5 x 9 x 7 cm | plastic, orange

Flipped
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 5186zw 
flip clock (wall & table)
17.5 x 9 x 7 cm | plastic, black
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Big Ben
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8146 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | frosted glass

Romana
NEXTIME | DESIGNER
code: 8161 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | mirror, glass, black

Romana
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 8162 
wall clock | 43 cm ø | mirror, glass, white
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Aaltje 
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2654 
wall clock | 25 cm ø | metal, glass, brown

Aaltje 
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2655 
wall clock | 35 cm ø | metal, glass, brown

Aaltje 
code: 5147 
alarm clock | 9 cm ø 
metal, glass, brown

Aaltje 
code: 5148 
alarm clock | 12.5 cm ø 
metal, glass, brown

Wehlington Weather Station
NEXTIME | DESIGNER 
code: 2970 
wall clock | 45 cm ø 
metal, glass, brown

Wehlington Weather Station
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 2969 
wall clock | 25 cm ø | metal, glass, brown

Shell
NEXTIME | DESIGNER  
code: 3012
wall clock | 72 cm ø | metal, real sea shell
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NeXtime is the world’s leading clock company. It is the 
only independent company that has been designing 
and manufacturing clocks for more than 45 year, and is 
trading in more than 50 countries around the globe. 

NeXtime is represented by distributors and is 
expanding its distribution network worldwide. 
Distributors are carefully chosen to represent NeXtime, 
and we work closely with our distribution partners 
so that they can provide service to their market and 
customers with the same dedication and passion for 
clocks as we do. 

If you would like to be considered as a distributor, 
please contact us: info@nextime.eu

CONTACT
NeXtime  
Munterslaan 4 
2014 KW Haarlem 
The Netherlands 
p +31(0)235100900
info@nextime.eu

NeXtime HK Limited 
Unit A 7/F, Precious Industrial 
Centre, No. 18 Yeung Yue Street
Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, Hong 
Kong
p +852 3583 2340
f + 852 3583 2814
info@nextime.com.hk

Theory imports and franchising  
p +2 010-222-6343
f +2(02) 228-784-2
nextime.egypt@nextime.eu

EGYPT

HEAD OFFICE ASIA

Zoboa  
p +44(01243377977
nextime.uk@nextime.eu

UK (AGENT)

Agame 
p +0033 388499550
nextime.france@nextime.eu

FRANCE (AGENT)

NeXtime Benelux  
p +31 412 691124
f +31 412 691125
nextime.benelux@nextime.eu

BENELUX
Abbott 
p +14167897663
f  +14167893781
nextime.canada@nextime.eu

CANADA

Opsahl Engros AS 
p +47 35 522531
f +47 35 522553
nextime.norway@nextime.eu

NORWAY
Garden Barn Inc. 
p +63 833 1080
f +63 832 5240
nextime.philippines@nextime.eu

PHILIPPINES

A3 Time Limited 
p + 86 769 82009151
f + 86 769 82009151
nextime.china@nextime.eu

CHINA

Pronto Clock Co. Ltd. 
p +6478809795
f +6478809796
nextime.newzealand@nextime.eu

NEW ZEALAND

BB Promo 
p +420 602 722825
f +420 222 585860
nextime.czech@nextime.eu

CZECH

Regalos Siglo XXI 
p +52 55 5531-8043
nextime.mexico@nextime.eu

MEXICO

Westminster 
p +45 47107044
f +45 47107844
nextime.denmark@nextime.eu

DENMARK

Maiuguali 
p +39 055 621810
f +39 055 621817
nextime.italy@nextime.eu

ITALY

Tinatalo Oy 
p +358(0)400409900
f +358(0)97545160
nextime.finland@nextime.eu

FINLAND

Sompex 
p +49 211 5228070
f +49 211 52280725
nextime.germany@nextime.eu

GERMANY
S.T. Unicom Pvt. Ltd. 
p +91 33 40049595
f +91 33 40049599
nextime.india@nextime.eu

INDIA

Kobi Atia 
p +972 50 9001078
f +972 99 558751
nextime.israel@nextime.eu

ISRAEL

Octopus 
p +30 2104 833620
f +30 2104 830824
nextime.greece@nextime.eu

GREECE

NeXtime Polska 
p +48 12 2905025
f +48 12 2905026
nextime.poland@nextime.eu

POLAND

JSAgenturer 
p +46(0)19107670
f +46(0)19107690
nextime.sweden@nextime.eu

SWEDEN
Worldlink 
p +6627175121
f +6627175122
nextime.thailand@nextime.eu

THAILAND
LLC Gift 
p +38 044 500 5870
f +38 044 500 5870
nextime.ukraine@nextime.eu

UKRAINE

Urbanika 
p +7 495 9881829
nextime.russia@nextime.eu

RUSSIA

T2 House 
p +55 11 5521 0834
nextime.brasil@nextime.eu

BRASIL
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See you 

HEAD OFFICE 
NeXtime 
Munterslaan 4 
2014 KW Haarlem 
The Netherlands 
p +31(0)235100900 
info@nextime.eu 

NeXtime.Clocks 

NeXtime_clocks 

NX456 

nextime_clocks 

INDIA 
NeXtime India 
86 B, Topsia Road, South 
Kolkata – 700046 
India 
p +91 33 40049595    
f +91 33 40049599 
nextime@stunicom.com 

nextimeclocks 

company/nextime 

NeXtimeChina 

NeXtimeChina 

mailto:info@nextime.eu
mailto:info@nextime.com.hk
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